ESSENTIALS OF HOME ECONOMICS  Paper—A/ B.A Part One /Elective

{Model Paper - 01}

Time Allowed: 03 hrs.
Max: 55
Min: 30

Attempt 04 questions in all selecting one from each part. Whereas in "Part Two question number 01 is compulsory".

PART ONE  ART & DESIGN

Q: 01  a) Define Design? Briefly explain the Types of design? (5)

       b) How are Lines used to create a Formal balance? Explain by giving example in a design of
master bedroom? (10)

Q: 02  a) Name Elements of Design? Elaborate by giving examples from everyday life? (7)

       b) Discuss briefly the Principles of design, with reference to the interiors of a home? (8)

PART TWO  HUMAN DEVELOPMENT & FAMILY STUDY

Note: Attempt any one from following, question number 1 is compulsory

Q: 1) Write short notes on any three from following: (15)

       a) Challenges of Early Childhood
       b) Importance of maternal health during pregnancy
       c) Types of Family
       d) Types of Community

Q: 2) What are Functions of family? Discuss any two in detail. (10)

Q: 3) a) What is Formal Organization? (4)

       b) Discuss the role of Formal Organization in community development? (6)

Continued............
PART: THREE  MANAGEMENT OF HOME & ENVIRONMENT

Attempt any one question from following

Q : 1) a) How do you manage physical fatigue by work simplification?

b) Discuss steps of decision making with specific example from family life?

Q : 2) a) What do you understand by term Environmental degradation?

b) What is the role of family in preventing environmental degradation?